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Get Microsoft O365  
Support Without Delays  
or Added Costs
And put an end to the frustration your staff  
encounters when dealing with poor or  
non-existent Microsoft support.

Well-established relationships with Microsoft expert partners 

Entrenched O365 support

Long-term, forward-thinking support to address issues before they become headaches

Enterprise Visions can eliminate these frustrations  
by providing and leveraging:

Do These O365 Headaches Sound Familiar?
• You call in a ticket and have it escalated, only to wait, and wait, and wait some more – or never hear 

back from them at all. 

• Your inquiry gets rerouted – often to another country where language barriers make it difficult to  
communicate. 

• You call Microsoft support – again, and encounter yet another lengthy wait while sitting on hold  
listening to the same recorded message for the umpteenth time. 

• Your staff’s bandwidth is stretched thin, but you have no choice but to add O365 support inquiries  
to their plate.

There is a better way!
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Enterprise Visions Is Your Advisor for Unmatched  
O365 Support
 
We offer:

When You Need Attentive O365 Help From Experts...
Contact us. We’ll provide the resources you need to grow,  

protect, and support your business.

This company did not need to interface directly with Microsoft and got instant support and user  

success through Enterprise Visions.

We Have a Proven Track Record for Microsoft Support 

A midwestern financial services company with several dozen locations across the central U.S. 

leveraged Enterprise Visions to migrate from traditional premise-based software to a cloud-based 

O365 solution. We provided:

Complete Microsoft support for little to no added cost

Integrated O365 support in a way that makes sense for your bigger picture IT strategy

Full support  
of the rollout

Managed conversion of  
users to the new platform

A better-suited  
license   structure

Ongoing lifecycle  
management 


